For Summer 2020
We are glad to know that you might be interested in employment at Geneva Glen for the
position of Camp Nurse this coming summer! Please read the information online or enclosed
for you: Geneva Glen’s Mission Statement and Goals, a description of all positions being
considered, a few “testimonial” letters from past camp nurses, and a summary description
of the position of Camp Nurse for you to read before returning your completed application.
Geneva Glen Camp
P.O. Box 248
Indian Hills, CO 80454
303-697-4621
303-697-9429 Fax
applications@genevaglen.org
www.genevaglen.org

It is important that applicants know the main requirement we have is quality of character.
This includes a good disposition, impeccable personal standards, and the ability to adjust to a
demanding life-style. We also anticipate your willingness to work with others, to be on-call
round the clock (while on duty), and to be able to “go with the flow” of summer camp life!
It is our experience that a camp nurse at Geneva Glen is a person who might be in some level
of transition either personally or professionally, and a summer in the mountains is the perfect
opportunity to re-energize, reevaluate, or to become enriched in the beautiful surroundings and
harmonious working atmosphere which Geneva Glen presents. As with all of our camp
positions, we consider that "pay" for this work and service is intangible - low in money, but of
immeasurable value in experience, leadership and fellowship. We expect consistently "top
notch" work and believe individuals are highly rewarded from investment of self into our unique
program. As an RN, you are not considering camp employment for financial reasons! Geneva
Glen is very competitive among camps with its nurse salaries, but cannot compete with
hospitals, home care or clinics. Your consideration to work as a nurse at our camp must go
beyond money; and if you can afford this wonderful experience, you will find it memorable and
of great personal worth.
Please spend a little time getting to know Geneva Glen: including our website for staff, position
and salary information and our Mission Statement and Goals. Please complete your staff
application online. Please allow us 3 - 4 weeks to fully process the application. If you have any
questions, do not hesitate to call or write.
Thank you for your interest in Geneva Glen.
Sincerely,

Casey Klein
Director, Geneva Glen Camp

